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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a Ck mappingf: 02” + FP’ withf(0) = 0, let us consider the behaviour offor the form 
of the zero set f-‘(O). Even locally, they are very complicated in general. Therefore, it is 
natural to ask when we can truncatefso that the behaviour or the form of the zero set of the 
truncation is similar to that off. This problem concerns the property of sufficiency of jets. 
Roughly speaking, sufficiency of jets is the property that all mappings with the same 
truncation have the same structure. 
We review some results on sufficiency of jets. Let br,,(n,p) denote the set of C” 
map-germs:((W”,O) + (lRP,O), let j’f(O) d enote the r-jet offat OE [w” forfE dc,,(n,p), and let 
J*(n, p) denote the set of r-jets in &,,(n, p) (s 3 Y). We sayf, g E Bt,,(n,p) are CO-equivalent, if 
there is a local homeomorphism a:([W”,O) + ([W”, 0) such that f = g 0 (T. We further say 
f, g E bc,s,(n, p) are V-equivalent (resp. SV-equivalent), iff- ’ (0) is homeomorphic to g- ‘(0) as 
germs at 0 E [w” (resp. there is a local homeomorphism a:(llY’,O) -+ ([W”,O) such that 
o(f- ‘(0)) = g - ‘(0)). We call an r-jet w E J’(n, p) CO-sufficient ( resp. V-sufficient, SV-suffi- 
cient) in 6c,s,(n,p) (s > r), if any two maps f, gEgC1,(n,p) with j*f(O) = jrg(0) = w are Co- 
equivalent (resp. V-equivalent, SV-equivalent). Concerning CO-sufficiency of jets in the 
function case (i.e. p = l), we have 
THEOREM 1.1 (Kuiper [9], Kuo [lo] and Bochnak-Lojasiewicz [4]). Forfebc,,(n, l), the 
followityy conditions are equivalent: 
(1) w = j*f(O) is Co-sufficient in b,,(n, 1). 
(2) (The Kuiper-Kuo condition.) There are positive numbers C, a > 0 such that 
Igradf(x)I 3 CIxI’-’ for 1x1 < c(. 
Remark 1.2. A similar criterion for Co-sufficiency of r-jets in b,,+ ,,(n, 1) to Theorem 1.1 
is given in [10,4]. This condition has r - 1 replaced by r - 6, with 6 > 0, in Theorem 1.1. 
At almost the same time as Kuiper and Kuo, Thorn gave the following: 
THEOREM 1.3 (Thorn [13]). Let f~ boI(n, 1). Zf (the Thorn condition) there are positive 
numbers K, /? > 0 such that 
Z/ af af 2 Xi& - X’ax, + If(x 2 KIx12’ for 1x1 < /3 I <j 
then w = j’f(0) is Co-suficient in bc,,(n, 1). 
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On the other hand, concerning V-sufficiency of jets, we have 
THEOREM 1.4 (Kuo [ll]). Forf~ &[,,(n, p) (n 2 p), rhefollowing conditions are equivalent. 
(1) w = j’f(0) is I/-suficienr in fZfr3(n, p). 
(2) (The Kuo condition.) There are positive numbers C, ct, G such that 
d(gradfi(x), . . . ,gradf,(x)) > CIXI~-~ 
in Xr(f;ti)n{lxl < cf}. 
In Theorem 1.4, Xr(f; W) denotes the horn-neighbourhood off-’ (0), 
X,(f;G) = {XEW If( < 4xl'> 
and 
0 1, ... > up) = mm {distance of vi to Vi} 
where Vi is the span of the uJ.Is, j # i. 
Remark 1.5. A similar criterion for V-sufficiency of r-jets in &tr + I1(n, p) is also given 
in [ll]. 
Throughout this paper, we denote by p: [w” -+ [w the function defined by 
/T(x)=xf+ ... +x,‘. 
.Thom Cl33 introduced the following condition forfe bcsl(n,p) (n > p) which generalizes 
the Thorn condition in Theorem 1.3: 
There are positive numbers K, p, a > 0 such that 
c WI, ““f,‘P)(x)2+ ~f,2(x)~KlxIy forlxl</3. 
1 <i, < <i,+, <n D(xi,, ... ,xi,+,) i=l 
We call this kind of inequality a Thorn-type inequality. He announced that a condition 
on Thorn-type inequality implies SV-sufficiency of jets [ 131. In the mapping case (i.e. p 3 2) 
this condition is not necessarily economical, compared to the Kuo condition in Theorem 
1.4. Recently, Trotman and Wilson [14] (see [17] also) proved that V-sufficiency and 
SV-sufficiency are equivalent, using (r’)-regularity in the stratification theory. 
In Cl] the first author introduced the notion of (c)-regularity which is weaker than 
Whitney (b)-regularity, and he showed that the (c)-regularity condition implies topological 
triviality. In this paper, we give a characterization of (c)-regularity (Theorem 2.4). By using 
it, we can show that the Kuo condition in Theorem 1.4 implies the (c)-regularity condition 
(Theorems 2.7, 2.8). As a result, we get a different proof of the Trotman-Wilson result 
(Corollary 2.9). In the proof of the result, the Thorn-type inequality plays a very important 
role. Apart from this, we show that a particular Thorn-type inequality is equivalent to 
another type of inequality (Theorem 2.14). By this result, we can see that the Thorn 
condition in Theorem 1.3 is equivalent o the Kuiper-Kuo condition in the function case 
(Corollary 2.16). In other words, we can understand that Thorn gave the same result as the 
Kuiper-Kuo theorem. As another corollary of this, we get a result on Fukuda’s ideal [6]. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let A4 be a smooth manifold, and let X, Y be smooth submanifolds of A4 such that 
Y =X. 
Definition 2.1. 
(i) (Whitney (a)-regularity) 
(X, Y) is (a)-regular at y. E Y if: 
for each sequence of points {xi} which tends to y, such that the sequence of tangent 
spaces { T,..X} tends in the Grassmann space of dim X-planes to some plane r; then 
Ty, Y c z. We say (X, Y) is (a)-regular if it is (a)-regular at any point y. E Y. 
(ii) ((c)-regularity) 
Let p be a smooth non-negative function such that p- ‘(0) = Y. (X, Y) is (c)- 
regular at y. E Y for the control function p if: 
for each sequence of points {xi> which tends to y, such that the sequence of planes 
{Kerdp(xi)nT,,X} tends in the Grassmann space of (dimX - l)-planes to some 
plane r; then T,,Y c r. We say (X, Y) is (c)-regular for control function p if it is 
(c)-regular at any point y, E Y for the control function p. 
Remark 2.2. If (X, Y) is (c)-regular at y, E Y for some control function p then it is 
(a)-regular at y. E Y. 
We suppose now that A4 is endowed with a Riemannian metric. Let (Tr, rc, p) be 
a smooth tubular neighbourhood for Y together with the associated projection and 
a smooth non-negative control function such that p- ‘(0) = Y and gradp(x)E Ker dn(x). 
Definition 2.3. We say (X, Y) satisfies condition (m), if there exists some positive number 
E :s 0 such that (n, p) lXnTt :XnT,f + Y x [w is a submersion, where T$ = {XC T,lp(x) < E). 
Then we can characterize (c)-regularity as follows: 
THEOREM 2.4. The pair (X, Y) is (c)-regular at y. E Yfor thefunction p ifund only if(X, Y) 
is (a)-regular at yoE Y and sutisjies condition (m). 
Proof The only if part is proven in Cl]. 
There is a chart Q:(U, UnY,yo) + (R’+p, R”,O) for Y at y. such that: 
(1) o~7ro@-1 is the projection (y, t) H y from lK!“+p + UP 
(2) grad@ ocD_‘)(y, t)E (0) x [wp, i.e. is orthogonal to [w”. 
It follows that it is enough to prove the theorem in the case M = Ti = [Wn+p, Y = [w”, X is 
Whitney (a)-regular over Iw” at 0, 
and p:Wfp + [w+ satisfy 
0 p-‘(O) = Y 
l (rc, p) 1 X:X --f Iw” x [w is a submersion. 
0 grudp(y,t)E(O} xIwp if (y,t)EW+P- Iw”. 
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From the condition, grad P(X)E Kerdr(x), we have (Kerdn(x))’ c Kerdp(x). It follows 
from this and the (m) condition that there is a one-dimensional subspace 
K, = (Ker dp(x)nT,X)‘n T,X orthogonal to IR” such that 
T,X = (Ker dp(x)nT,X) 0 K,. 
Let xi be a sequence of points in X which tends to 0 such that Ker dp(xi)n T,X tends to 
some (dim X - 1)-dimensional space z. Taking a subsequence if necessary we can suppose 
that T,X tends to some (dimX)-dimensional space r’ and K, tends to some one-dimen- 
sional space L. By Whitney (a)-regularity R” c 6, and by construction L is orthogonal to 
IR”. Therefore, R” c r. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Remark 2.5. In [2] we have another characterization of (c)-regularity in terms of vector 
fields. 
This theorem is a useful criterion for (c)-regularity. 
Example 2.6. Let ft : (IT!“, 0) + ( Rp, 0) (I t 1 < E) be a deformation of a C’ mapping f = f. 
with j'f,(O) =j’f(O). Assume that there are positive numbers c, tl > 0 such that 
c WI, ... yf,qx) 2 + f f?(x) > clxl2’ 
1 <i, < <i,+, <n D(xi,, ... ,Xt,+,) i=l 
for (x) < a. Then there is /? > 0 such that 
c 
I<i,c <i,+,<n 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
for 1x1 </I and ItI <E. 
We define F:(W” x( - E,E), (0) x( - E,E)) -([wp,O) by F(x,t) =ft(x). Set X = F-‘(O) - 
(0) x ( - E,E) and Y = (0) x ( - E,E). The following conditions follow from condition (2.2): 
Igrad,,,,,FiI >fl~J’-~ on Xn{lxl < p} (1 < i d p) (2.3) 
c D(F,, . . . ,Fp,P) D(xi,, ... JXi,,,) (x,t)ZfOonXn{lxl</?}. I<i,<-.<i,+,<n (2.4) 
Furthermore, from j’_&(O) =j’f(O), there are real numbers c’, y > 0 such that 
I I 
f$(X.t) dc’lxl’for 1x1 <y and ItI <s(l <i<p). (2.5) 
Then (2.3) and (2.5) imply (X, Y) is (a)-regular and (2.4) implies (X, Y) satisfies condition (m). 
Therefore, it follows from Theorem 2.4 that (X, Y) is (c)-regular. 
Using Theorem 2.4 we can further show that the Kuo condition implies (c)-regularity. 
Letf:(R”,O) + (Rp,O) (n > p) be a C’ (resp. C’+i ) mapping, and let J be a bounded open 
interval containing [0, 11. For arbitrary g E bc,l(n, p) (resp. &’ rr + II(~’ P)) with j’f(0) = j’s(O), 
define a C’ (resp. C’+l) mapping F:((W” x J, {0} x J) + ([wp,O) by F(x, t) =f(x) + t(g(x) - 
f(x)). We remark that the Kuo condition guarantees that F-‘(O) - (0) x J is smooth 
around (0) x J. Therefore, C(R” x J) = {W’x J -F-‘(O), F-‘(O) - (0) x J, {0} x J} gives 
a stratification of R” x J around (0) x J. 
We shall prove the following theorems. 
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THEOREM 2.7. Zf there are positive numbers C, CI, W > 0 such that 
d(grad fi (x), . . . ,gradf,(x)) 2 CIxI’-l 
in Z,,(,fi @)n{l x 1 < cr}, then the stratijication X(rW” x J) is (c)-regular. 
THEOREM 2.8. If, for any polynomial mapping h of degree r + 1 realizing j’f (0), there are 
positive numbers C, cr,W, 6 > 0 such that 
d(grad fi (x), . . . ,gradf,(x)) B CIXI’-~ 
in X,+ ,(h; G)n{ I x ( < cr}, then the strati;fication C(rW” x J) is (c)-regular. 
As a corollary we get the Trotman-Wilson Theorem [14, 171. 
COROLLARY 2.9. For a given jet ZE J’(n, p) the following conditions are equivalent: 
(A) z is I/-su$?icient in bcll(n,p) (resp. b,, + ,,(n,p)). 
(B) z is SV-suflcient in bc,,(n,p) (resp. d,,.+ ,](n,p)). 
Remark 2.10. Kuo [11] proves that in the analytic case the condition in Theorem 2.8 
implies that the stratification C(R” x J) is Whitney (b)-regular. 
We must introduce some notions for Cr map-germ f :(W,O) + ([wp, 0). Given a map 
gE &‘Pcrl(n, p) with j’s(O) = j’f (0), let ft : (R”, 0) + (Rp, 0) denote the C’ mapping defined by 
_/Xx) =f (x) + Hg(x) -f(x)) for tE CO, 11. 
DeJinition 2.11. A condition (*) on a C’ map f is r-compatible in the direction g, if 
ft satisfies condition (*) for any t E [0, 11. 
If condition (*) is r-compatible in any direction gE bc,,(n,p) with j’s(O) = j’f (0), we 
simply say condition (*) is r-compatible. 
Remark 2.12. Let conditions (*) and (**) be r-compatible (or uniformly r-compatible in 
the sense of Example 2.13). 
If (*) and (**) are equivalent in the C” category then they are equivalent in the C’ 
category. 
Example 2.13. (1) The Kuiper-Kuo condition in Theorem 1.1, the Thorn condition in 
Theorem 1.3 and the Kuo condition in Theorem 1.4 (2.7) are r-compatible. Moreover, if 
f satisfies the Kuiper-Kuo condition (resp. the Thorn condition, the Kuo condition), then we 
can take uniform (c,, c(,) (resp. (K,, br), (C f, c(,, W,)) independently from the parameter t. In this 
case we say condition (*) is uniformly r-compatible. 
(2) The following condition for a C’ map f: (KY’, 0) + (Rp, 0) is not r-compatible: 
There are positive numbers C,a > 0 such that 
c O(fl, ... ,fp) (x) 
D(xi,2 ... 9xi,) 1 2 + 2 fi’(x) > CIx(2P(r-1) l<i,< <i,$n i=l 
for 1x1 < CI. 
In fact, take f (x, y) = (x8 - y*, xy) then [ (s)(x,y)] = 8(x8 +y8). So then 
f satisfies the condition with r = 5. 
Now, take g(x, y) = (0,xy) then j’f(O) = j’g(O), but fi = g does not satisfy this 
condition. 
For the Thorn-type inequality (2.1), we have an equivalent inequality as follows. 
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THEOREM 2.14. Let r be a positive integer. 
For a C’ mappingf: (W, 0) --f (Iwp, 0) (n 2 p), the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) There are positive numbers C, tc > 0 such that 
Id2 1 WI, 
1 <i, < <i,<n D(Xi,, 
..’ Lb) (x)
.*. ,xi,) 1 
2 + i f?(x) > Clx12’ 
i=l 
for 1x1 < c(. 
(2) There are positive numbers K, B > 0 such that 
c WI, “’ yf,‘p)(x) 2 +f f:(x) > KIx12' 
I<i, < ci,,,, <n D(Xi,, ... ,Xi,+,) i=l 
for 1x1 < P. 
Remark 2.15. Conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 2.12 are uniformly r-compatible. 
COROLLARY 2.16. Let r be a positive integer. 
For a C’function f :(!I?‘, 0) -+ ([w,O), the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) (The Kuiper-Kuo condition.) There are positive numbers C, CI > 0 such that 
Igradf(x)I 2 CIXI~-~ for (xl < c(. 
(2) (The Thorn condition.) There are positive numbers K, b > 0 such that 
Xig-Xjg 2 + If( 2 Klx12 for 1x1 <p. 
J I 
Remark 2.17. Corollary 2.16 in the two variables case has also been obtained by Kuo 
using the Newton polygon with respect o a given arc (his technique). 
Let g :(lR!“,O) + (R,O) be a C’ function such thatjrg(0) =j’f (0). Definef, :(R”,O) + (U&O) 
by&) =f (x) + t(g(x) -f(x)) for tE [O, 11. 
The Kuiper-Kuo condition implies no coalescing of critical points of { fr},, 4 t Q , in the 
sense of King [S] for any C’ realization g ofj*f (0). On the other hand, the Thorn condition 
implies that the Milnor radii of { ft- ’ (0)) 0 G f <, are uniformly positive for any C’ realization 
g ofj*f (0). Therefore, it seems on the surface that the Thorn condition is stronger than the 
Kuiper-Kuo condition. But, it follows from Corollary 2.16 that Thorn’s result is equivalent 
to the Kuiper-Kuo Theorem. 
We give the proofs of Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 in the next section, and we give the proofs of 
Theorem 2.14 and Corollary 2.16 in Section 4. 
3. (C)-REGULARITY AND THE KU0 CONDITION AND PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2.7 AND 2.8 
In this section and the next section, O(y(t)) denotes the order of y in t for a C” function 
y:[O,6) + R. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Letf :((W”,O) + ([wp,O) (n 2 p) be a C” mapping, which satisjies the Kuo 
condition, i.e. 
(3.K) there are positive numbers C, U, \ij such that 
d(gradfi(x), . . . ,gradfp(x)) > CIXI’-~ 
in A$(f;*)n{lxl < IZ}. 
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Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(3.A) There are positive numbers C’, a’ > 0 such that 
lX12’ WI 3 
I <i, c <i,<n D(xi,, 
.‘.‘fb)(,) 
... ,xi,) 1 2r+ ~f:~P~r-l~+ll(~)~C’IX12r;P~r-l)+1) i=l 
for 1 x 1 < M’. 
(3.B) There are positive numbers K,P > 0 such that 
c [ 
;;(f&: yyjJ;(x) 2r + i fy-l)+lyX) > Klx12riP(r-1)+l; I < i,< .” ii,,,$n ID+ L 1 i=l 
for 1x1 <P. 
(we recall that: p(x) = xf + ... + xjf). 
ProoJ: It is easy to see that (3.B) implies (3.A) without the assumption of Kuo condition. 
We show that (3.A) implies (3.B). 
Suppose (3.B) does not hold. Then by the curve selection lemma, there is a C” curve 
1 = (n, K): [0,6) + R” x [w with x(O) = (0,O) and X(t)E (R” - (0)) x R*, t # 0 such that 
c WI 3 
... 'fpq,(,)) 2r + i fi *{P(r - 1) + “(/qt)) < K(t)) n(t)\ 2r{p(r - 1) + 11. 
1 5: i, < ... <i,+, $ n D(xi,, *.. ,xi,+,) 1 i=l 
(3.1) 
Let 2 be written as follows 
n,(t) = af)tEl(i) + a(i)t82(i) 2 + . . . 
where 
1 6 El(i) < e2(i) -C ... and 
a:’ # 0 if Ii(t) f 0 
El(i) = CO if Ii(t) G 0 
(1 <iGn), 
K(t) = &lb’ + l.42tb2 + ... 
where 1 < bI < b2 < .‘. and u1 # 0. 
We remark that J. is contained in X’( f; W). Conditions (3.A) and (3.B) are invariant 
under rotation. Hence, we can assume that ~~(1) < El(i) for i # 1. 
Let f.(J(t)) = dr)td" + d(j)tQ +
The: 
2 ..’ 3 where 1 <qy)<q$j)< ... (1 <j<p). 
4&) = q~‘d$qy’- 1 + q:“&+F’ + . . . (1 <j <p), 
On the other hand, 
BY (3.1)> WM40)12) 2 o(lW)l 1’(p(r-1)+1)l~(t)12’)(l <j < p). Since 
wMw))I”) = 29i” and 0(IK(t)I”(P’r-1’+1’~~(t)(2r) = P(,_bi)+l + 2re,(l), 
(3.2) 
qr’ bl 
’ 2(p(r - 1) + 1) +rsl(l) (1 <jGp). 
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In the above inequalities, q?“s and ~~(1) are integers. Therefore, 
q?) 2 1 + rel(l) (1 <j d p). (3.3) 
From the Kuo condition, for XE S,(f; E) the vectors gradfi(x) (1 < j < p) are linearly 
independent. 
Let V, be the subspace spanned by the { gradfi (x), . . . , g&f,(x)}. 
Let us consider now {N,(x), . . . , N,(x)) the basis of V, constructed as follows: 
Nj(X) = gradfi(X) - q(X) (1 <j G p), 
where Rj(x) is the projection of grad&(x) to the subspace Vx,j spanned by the g&f,(x), 
k #j. 
Hence, 1 N,(X)1 = {distance of gradfi(x) to Vx,j} (1 < j 6 p). By the KUO condition we get 
INj(X)I > CJXIrwl (1 <j Gp) in Xr(f;W). (3.4) 
Let us denote by (.,. ) the inner product on R” and d(x, V,) the distance of x to V,. 
CLAIM. There is a positive number E > 0 such that 
d(x, V,) > 41x1 along the curve A(t) andfor 0 < t < E. (3.5) 
In fact, from (3.2) and (3.3) we deduce that 
0 ( i fi(i(t))z(t) i=l axi > a rsl(l) (1 G_i <Pi 
Furthermore, by (3.4) 
while, 
o(lNj(n(t))l) G (r - 1)&1(l), 
O(l~(t)I) = 0 (I( $(t), 1.. ,2(t) I) = &r(l) - 1. 
It follows: 
O 
( 
i$I 2 tACtI) $ tt) INj(n(t))l Inltt)l 
I i > 
2 r&i(l) -(r - l)sl(l) -(&i(l) - 1) = 1 (1 <j < p). 
Therefore, for 1 <j < p, 
I( sr~df;MO) n,(t) INj(Jd(t))l ’ IA’(t)1 )I + O as ’ + O’ 
Let e, = (l,O, . . . , 0) E IR”. Then we have 
at) 
f’-“,m= 
n,(t) 
el = f’-::-jq~. 
It follows from (3.7) and (3.8) that 
I( srad_MW)) WI INj(A(t))l ’ IA( >I *O as t +O* 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
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Let v(x) be the projection of x on V,. We have the following formula (see [ll, p. 1181): 
Now along A(t), by (3.9), 
lim IW12 ~ lim i I<wr~~fjw12 = o 
t-0-F t-0 j=l lx12 INjtx)12 ’ 
Then 
,im k KJ2 
t-0 lx12 
=Sm1-$=1. 
t-0 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
Therefore, there is a real number E > 0 such that 
d(x,V.J>~~x~ forO<t<a. 
This completes the proof of the claim. 
Consider the Gram determinant 
uv 1, ... 9 ~1 = W(vi, vj)(i,js(l, k~}). 
Then we have the following relation (as in [ll, p. 1 IS]): 
1-(X,Vl, . . . ,v,) = d2(X, Vx)f-(VI, ... ,qJ 
where V is the subspace spanned by the vjs. 
(3.13) 
c D(fi 3 2 . . . ,fp> (4 
1 
= 
D(xi,, ,xi,) 
Rwdfl (4, ... ,sradfp(x)) (3.14) 
l$r,< -ci,<n ... .., 
and 
c D(fi 9 ‘** ,fp,D> ’ 
lCi,< <i,+,<n D(xi,v *.. ,xi,+,) 
(4 
1 
= wx, gradfl (x), . . . , gradfpw (3.15) 
Now by (3.A) 
I WI 2* D(fi, ... ,fp) (l(t)) 2* + i p--)+‘l(qt)) 2 qqt)lW(r--I)+ I) 
1 gi, < ... <i,<n D(xi,, ,xi,) 1 i=l 
which means 
0 c D(fi 3 .*. ,fP) 2 - 
I$i,-c ci,<n D(xi,, ,xi,) 
(n(q) I) < 2p(r 1)&r(l). (3.16) 
... 
By the claim and (3.13)-(3.16) we have 
2 
0 ( c [ ;;t,: ;y:;;” j (n(t)) I) < 2{p(r - 1) + l} ~~(1). ISi,< -ci,+,qn Ipi I 
which contradicts (3.1). 0 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f :(lR’,O) + (Rp,O) (n > p) be a C’ mapping, which satisfies Kuo 
condition (3.K). 
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Then f satisfies 
(3.A’) There is a positive number C’ > 0 depending only on C and W such that 
W’ c [ wl, I <i, < ci,<n D(xi,, -J+&.) ... yxi,) 1 2r+ ~fiZ~P~r-I~+lJ(X)~C’IXIZr{P(r-ll+l) i=l 
1x1 < Lx 
This condition is uniformly r-compatible. 
Proof: Condition (3.A’) follows immediately from the fact that 
Wfl? 2 
1 <i, < <i,~~ D(Xi,3 
.‘. 9fP) (x) 
9.. ,Xi,) 1 2 d(gradfl (x), . . . , gradf,(x))2P. 
Therefore, this condition for a mapping satisfying the Kuo condition, depends uniformly 
the Kuo condition. As a result, to prove (3.A’) is uniformly r-compatible it suffices to 
prove that the Kuo condition is uniformly r-compatible. But this follows almost in the same 
way as [ll, Lemma 4.33. 0 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let f: (R”, 0) -, (Rp, 0) (n 2 p) be a Cr mapping, which satisjies Kuo 
condition (3.K). 
Let g :(W, 0) + (Rp, 0) be any Cr mapping such that j’f(O) = j’g(0). 
DeJinef;(x) =f(x) + t(g(x) -f(x)) for t EI = [O, 11. 
Then condition (3.B) holds uniformlyforf, (i.e. (3.B) is uniformly r-compatible). 
ProoJ: We identify z = jrf (0) with the polynomial representative of degree not exceed- 
ing r. 
Then there are positive numbers C1,al,G, with 0 < C1 < C, 0 < a1 d CI and 
0 < W1 < D such that 
d(grad z1 (x), . . . , grad zp(x)) 2 Cl I x I’- ’ (3.17) 
in ~,(z;~l)n{lxJ < q>. 
For t EZ, let P,(x) =f(x) - z(x) + t(g(x) -f(x)). Then, h(x) = z(x) + P,(x) with 
j%(O) = j’z(0) = z, for tE:I = [O, 11. 
Let s1 be an arbitrary positive number. Then there is a positive number a2 such that 
lP,,j(x)l < cllxl’ and IgradP&)l < E~IxI~-~ (1 <j <p) (3.18) 
for 1x1 < a2. 
By (3.17) and (3.18), there are positive numbers C2, c(~, G2 with 0 < C2 < Cl, 0 < CI~ < 
min(a,,a,) and 0 < W2 < W1 such that 
Grad_& (x), . . . , gradLp(x)) 2 G I x I*- ’ 
in %,(z;W2)n{lxl < a3} for tEI. 
We denote by V, (resp. V,,,) the p-dimensional subspace of R” spanned by 
{grad z1 (x), . . . , grad z,(x)> (rev. {grad.& l(x), . . . , gradf,,,W)) for x E =%(z; W-4xl < ~3). 
From Proposition 3.2 modifying the proof of the claim in Proposition 3.1, we can show 
the following: 
CLAIM I. Let .52 be an arbitrary positive number. Then there are positive numbers u4, W3 
with 0 c a4 < a3 and 0 c W3 < g2 such that 
d(x, If,) 2 (1 - sZ)lxl in ~r(z;W3)n(lxl < ~1~). 
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We denote by v(x) (resp. v,(x)) the projection of x on V, (resp. I’,,,). Then we have 
Iv(x)12 < (2s2 - $)Ix12 < 2s21x12 in XJz;E+{Ixl < c(~}. (3.19) 
Remark 3.4. For any a > 0, there are positive numbers b, /? with 0 < b < a such that 
X(f,;b)n{lxl < P> = ,Yi”lka)n{lxl < PI. 
From Proposition 3.2, we have condition (3.A), which depends uniformly on Kuo’s 
condition. Therefore, looking to the proof of Proposition 3.1, we see that it suffices here to 
prove the following statement: 
CLAIM II. Then there are real numbers cco,W, with 0 < rxo 6 c(~ and 0 < W. < Wj such 
that 
d(x,V,,,) 2+1x1 in &fr(z;Go)n{lxl < ao} for tel. 
Since d(x, V,) = Ix - v(x)\ and d(x, V,.,) = Ix - v,(x)I, we have Jd(x, V,,,) - d(x, V,)l < 
Iv,(x) - VW 
Let A(x, t) = Iv,(x) - v(x)\. 
In order to finish the proof, according to Claim I it suffices to show the following 
statement: 
CLAIM III. For a suficiently small e. > 0, there are positive numbers cco,Wo with 
0 < a0 < xq and 0 < Go < W3 such that 
d(x,t) 6 sOlxl in 3/e,(z;Go)n{IxI <Mu> for tEZ. 
Let us consider now { Ni (x), . . . ,N,,(x)} the basis of V, constructed as follows: 
N,(x) = gradzj(x) -flj(x) (1 <j < p), 
where ~j(x) is the projection of gradzj(x) to the subspace Vx,j spanned by the gradq(x), 
k #j, and {N,.iX, . . . , N,,,(x)} the corresponding basis of V,,,. 
Hence, 
and 
I N,(X)1 = {distance of gradzj(x) to l/x+j}, (1 < j < p), 
I Nt,j(x)I = (distance of gradf,,j(x) to Vx,,.j}, (1 6 j < p). 
CLAIM IV. For a sujfhciently small &I > 0, there are positive numbers a,,G, with 
0 < a0 Q !x4 and 0 < W. d W3 such that 
(1 + EI)INj(X)l 2 lNt,j(x)I k (1 - E1)lNj(x)l in %k%h{lxl < aof 
for tEl(l <j Q p). 
Kuo shows, by (4.8) of Lemma 4.3 in [l l] that there are positive numbers c(~, w. with 
0 < a0 < ~1~ and 0 < $0 < W3 such that, for any ii, 
II: 4gradzdxJ~p1. i? &(gradft,i(x) - grad zi(x)) + 0 
I 
as x -+O in Zr(z;Go)n{lxl < go} for tel. 
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Now from this and the following formulae: 
for any 3Li, 
1 iigrdS,,i(X) b C j&igrUd Zi(X) - T Ji(grUdf,,i(X) -grad Zi(X)) 
i I Ii 1 I 
C J*igrad Zi(X) + C E$(grUdf,,i(X) - grad Zi(X)) 2 CljgrUdft,i(X) 
1 I I i I Ii 
we show easily Claim IV (taking for each j,ij = 1). 
By the proof of Claim I, we can assume that for any E > 0, there are positive numbers 
&,Gj with 0 < ai < a4 and 0 < G; 6 Wj such that, 
i I (X3 grad Zj(X)> I 
INj(X) I 
< &/Xl in Yg(z; w;)n(lxl < ai). 
j=l 
Therefore, Claim III follows from Claim IV and an easy computation using the 
expression of v,(x) and v(x) in these basis. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.3. 0 
From Propositions 3.1-3.3 we have 
COROLLARY 3.5. Proposition 3.1 is valid for C’ mappings. 
Now Theorem 2.7 follows from Corollary 3.5. 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. Let us put X = R”x J -F-‘(O), Y = F-‘(O) - (0) XJ and 
z = {O) x J. 
We notice first that the pairs of strata (X, Y) and (X,Z) are (c)-regular. 
Now from the Kuo condition and Corollary 3.5 we get 
(i) (grud(,,,)FiI 2 d(grudF,(x), . . . ,grudF,(x)) > CIxI’-l on Yn{lxl <P} ((1 6 i 6 p) 
(ii) c D( f-1, ..’ 9 Fp,P) 
ICi,< “. <,,,,<fl D(xi, > 
y, 
... >- En+, 
) (x,t) ’ f 0 on Yn{lxl < PI, 
Then (i) implies (Y, 2) is (a)-regular and (ii) implies (Y,Z) satisfies condition (m). 
Therefore, it follows from Theorem 2.4 that (Y,Z) is (c)-regular. Therefore, 
C(R” x J) = {R” x J -F-‘(O), F- ‘(0) - (0) x J, (0) x J> g ives a (c)-regular stratification of 
I&!” x J around (0) x J. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.7. El 
The proof of Theorem 2.8 goes almost in the same way, exchanging r by r - 6 in the 
corresponding formulas. 
Remark 3.6. We have seen in Corollary 3.5 that conditions (3.A) and (3.B) are equivalent 
for C’ mappings atisfying the Kuo condition. The next example shows that the equivalence 
is no longer valid if we drop this condition. 
But in the case p = 1 this implication is always valid, since in this case, the Kuo 
condition is equivalent o (3.A). 
Example 3.7. Consider the case n = 3, p = 2 and r = 8. Let f = ( fi, f2):([w3,0) -+ (@,O) 
be a map defined byfi(x,y,z) = xz(x” + y” + zl’) and f2(x,y,z) = y. 
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First remark that f does not satisfy the Kuo condition, in fact d(gradfl(x, y,z), 
grad.Mx,y,z)) < lgradfi(x,y,z)l < ~l(x,~,~)l’~ < l(x,y,z)17 for 0 < I(x,y,z)l<<1. Here 
2r =: 16, 2{p(r - 1) + l} = 30 and 2r{p(r - 1) + l} = 240. 
The Jacobian matrix off is 
( 
z(13x’2 + y’2 + 2’2) * x(x” + y’2 + 132’2) 
0 1 0 >. 
Then we have 
I(X,!1,Z)1’6{216(13X12 + y’2 + z12)i6 + x16(x12 + y’2 + 13z12)‘6} 
+ {xz(xi2 + y’2 + ziZ)30> + y3o 
> 1(x, y,z)(l6 {z’6(13x’2 + y’2 + z12)16 + x16(x12 + y’2 + 132’2)‘6} + y224 
> C’[(X,Y,Z)~~~~ > CI(X,~,Z)\~~~ for I(x,y,z)J<<l. 
Therefore, condition (3.A) is satisfied. 
On the other hand, 
1 l6 +f;O +f;O = 2(13x2z2(xro _ zlo) _ y12(x2 _ zz) _ (xi4 _ ,i4)}116 
+ (xz(x’2 + y12 + z12)30} + y30. 
On (x = z)n{y = 0}, the above is 23ox42o < CX~~‘(O < lxl~l). 
Namely, condition (3.B) breaks down along (x = z}n{y = O}. 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREM 2.14 AND COROLLARY 2.16 
We first show Theorem 2.14. We have seen an equivalent version of this theorem in the 
case p = 1 (see Corollary 3.5 and Remark 3.6). The first part of the proof is similar to 
Proposition 3.1. 
By Remark 2.15, it suffices to show the theorem in the analytic case, which means we can 
assumefis a C” mapping. It is easy to see that (2) implies (1). Therefore, we shall show (1) 
implies (2). 
Suppose (2) does not hold. Then by the curve selection lemma, there is a C” curve 
2 =: (& K): [0,6) -+ iw” x [w with x(O) = (0,O) and X(t) E@‘” - (0)) x [w*, t # 0 such that 
c W-1, ... ,f,qA(t)) 2 + f j-$.(t)) < K(t)(l(t)12'. 
l<i,< <i,+,$n D(xi,, ... ~xi,+,) 
(4.1) 
i=l 
Let 1 be written as follows: &(t) = aii)tcn(‘) + ac’P(‘) + ... 
where 
1 < &l(i) < &2(i) < ... 
and 
{ 
Uf’ # 0 if ii(t) f: 0, 
&l(i) = CO if A,(t) E 0, 
(1 < i d n), 
K(t) = Ultb’ + UZP’ + ... 
where 1 d bl -c b2 < ... and u1 Z 0. 
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Conditions (1) and (2) are invariant under rotation. Here we can assume that 
&i(l) < &i(i) for i # 1. 
Letfj(l(t)) = dy’tqy’ + d(j)tqY’ + 2 ..+,where 1 $qf’<&< ... (1 <j<p).Then 
On the other hand, 
BY (4.U 0(lJM))12) 2 0(~(~)IW)12’)(l <j 6 P). 
Since 0(lfj(A(t))12) =2q y’ and O(lK(t)l A(t)12’) = bi + 2re,(l), 
qli)O$+reI(l) (1 <j<p). 
In the above inequalities, qy”s and r&i(l) are integers. It follows that 
(4.2) 
BY (l), 
q:“> 1 +rsi(l) (1 <j<p). (4.3) 
I 4Ol’ 
c 1 
D(fi, 
... ,fp) (k(t)) z + i f?@(t)) 2 cln(t)12’ 
1 <i, c -.- -ci,sn D(xi,, ‘.’ YXi,) i=l 
for 1 A(t) I < a. Therefore, there is a p-tuple of integers (k,, . . . ,k,) with 
1 <ki < ... < k, 6 n such that 
0 
and o D(fi, ... ,f,) (I 
(44) 
Wk,, . . . A,) 
(W)) 
1) 
d O(l A(t)I’ = (r - l)ai(l). 
CLAIM. There does not exist a (p - 1)-tuple (k2, . . . , k,) with 1 < k2 < ... < k, < n such 
that 
I 
0 (I WI 9... LO W,,x,c,, . . . ,x,J (A(t)) 1) (I < 0 ;;p ‘.. ‘fP)(,(t)) I,, ... 4i,) I) 
for any (iI, . . . ,iP), with 2 < iI < ... < i, < n, and (4.5) 
0 
(i 
D(fi, 
“’ ~6) 
Dhxk,, . . . A,) 
(A(t)) < (r - l)~~(l). 
Proofi By (4.2), 
Here we remark that, by (4.3), 
O((l/~Op$~t~) = 41j) -.%(I) 
2 (r - l)h(l) + 1 > (r - l)~~(l) (1 <j dp), (4.6) 
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and 
c@t)/~(t))>O (2<i<n). (4.6’) 
Assume there is a (p - 1)-tuple of integers (k,, . . . , kp) with 1 < kz < ... < k, < n such 
that condition (4.5) holds. For simplicity, set 
. . . 
$I@)) j+(t)) ... 
1 kz 
Then the determinant of the matrix A(t) is the summation of determinants of the 
following matrices: 
(2 d i d n). 
By (4.6), the order of the determinant of the 
(4.7) 
. . . 
(4.8) 
. . . 
matrix (4.7) is greater than 
(r - 1) s1 (1) > 0( 1 A(t) I). Moreover, by (4.5) and (4.6’), the order of the determinant of each 
matrix (4.8) is greater than 0( IA(t)\). This is a contradiction. This completes the proof of the 
claim. 0 
It follows from the claim that there is a p-tuple (k,, . . . , kp) with 1 < kl < . . . < k, f n 
such that condition (4.4) holds. Then 
o (I &x1,x,,> ... ,xk,)Mt)) 2 I) < 2((r - 1)&i(l) + &i(l)) = 21&i(l). 
This contradicts (4.1). Therefore, Theorem 2.14 follows. 
Using this theorem, we prove Corollary 2.16. Both conditions are uniformly r-compat- 
ible. From this it suffices to show the corollary in the analytic case. We recall the 
Bochnak-Lojasiewicz inequality. 
Bochnak-Lojasiewicz inequality [4]. 
Let 0 < 0 < 1 and letf: (Rn, 0) + (R, 0) be a C” function. Then there is a positive number 
CY > 0 such that 
Ixllsradf(x)l B W(x)l for 1x1 <a. 
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By the Bochnak-Lojasiewicz inequality, it is easy to see that condition (1) in Corollary 
2.16 is equivalent o the following condition: 
There are positive numbers C, E > 0 such that 
IxlIgradf(x)l + If’(x)! 3 Clxl* for 1x1 <a, 
equivalently, 
Ixl’Igradf(x)12 + If( 3 CJx12’ for 1x1 < ~1. 
Therefore, Corollary 2.16 is an obvious consequence of Theorem 2.14. 
5. FUKUDA’S IDEAL AND FINITE DETERMINANCY 
Letf:(R”, 0) + (lFP, 0) (n 3 p) be a Cm mapping. We sayfis finitely SV-determined (resp. 
finitely V-determined) if there is a positive integer k such that jkf(0) is SV-sufficient (resp. 
V-sufficient) in a,,,(n,p). About finite SV-determinancy or finite V-determinacy, lots of 
characterizations have been obtained by Bochnak-Kuo [3], Brodersen [S] and Wilson 
[16] (see [15] also). Here we describe a part of them. Let & denote the ring of C” function 
germs: (R”, 0) -+ R, and let 9J& denote the maximal ideal of 8. Let YRnZ,m = nkmE 1 !lJli. 
For a givenfe 6, ,,(n,p), let J(f) d enote the ideal of E generated byfr, . . . ,fP and the 
Jacobian determinants 
Then, we have 
THEOREM 5.1 (Bochnak-Kuo) [3], Brodersen [S] and Wilson [16]). For f~dt,,(n,p), 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) f is finitely SV-determined (or finitely V-determined). 
(2) WT = ‘J(f). 
Next, for a givenfebr,,(n,p), let Z(f) d enote the ideal of 8 generated by fr , . . ,f, and 
W-i 3 ... ,fp,P) 
D(xi,, ... ,Xrn+,) 
(x) (1 < ir < ... < i,+l Gn). 
We call I(f) Fukuda’s ideal. In the paper [6], Fukuda introduced this ideal in the 
analytic category and discussed topological triviality under some conditions on this ideal. 
By definition, we have 
Remark 5.2. Z(f) c J(f). 
Therefore, we want to know how large Fukuda’s ideal is. As a corollary of Theorem 2.14, 
we have 
COROLLARY 5.3, For fe8Cm,(n,p) (n > p), the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) f is jinitely SV-determined (or finitely V-determined). 
(2) fnz: = I(f ). 
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We describe the proof of this corollary. By Theorem 5.1 it suffices to show the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) W; = J(f) 
(b) “JJV c I(f). 
The implication (b) + (a) follows immediately from Remark 5.2. Therefore, we show the 
implication (a) ==. (b). Assume !I.JIz c J(f). Then, by the Merrien-Tougeron theorem [12] 
(see [3] also), there are positive numbers C, s,y > 0 such that 
W-1, ... ,f,j 2 
1 <i, < ci,<n D(xi,, ,xi,) 
(x) 
1 
+ i j-i’(x) 3 Clxl” 
... i=l 
for 1 x 1 < y. Let r be a positive integer such that 2r > s. Then 
l-Xl2 WI, . . . ,fp, 
1 <i, < <ip<n D(Xi,, ... ,xi,) 
(x) 
1 
2 + ifi”(x) 2 cIx12(*+l) 
i=l 
for /x 1 < y 6 1. By Theorem 2.14, there are K, /I > 0 such that 
c D(fi, 2 ... 
D(xi,, 
JiJqxj 
,Xi,,,,) 1 
+ .f fi’(x) > KIXpr+l) 
I$,,< .., 4ip+,<n ... i=l 
for 1x1 < p. Using the Merrien-Tougeron theorem again, we get ‘9X: c Z(f), 
Finally, we make one remark on Thorn-type inequality. 
Remark 5.4. When we consider triviality of a family of zero sets or mappings, if often 
becomes important how we choose a neighbourhood whose boundary is transverse to zero 
sets. In that case, Thorn-type inequality in Theorem 2.14(2) is an effective tool to construct 
such a neighbourhood. In fact, Fukui, the second author and Shiota [7] proved a modified 
Nash triviality theorem by using this inequality. 
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